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Abstract

Constitutional transformations frequently introduce and open up political spaces for 
new actors, as was shown during the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ when national movements 
emerged to demand the removal of long-established authoritarian regimes and insti-
gated a series of institutional power struggles. Subsequent analysis of these events by 
academics has tended to overlook struggle conducted through and by legal institu-
tions. This article directly addresses this oversight by considering the role of Egypt’s 
Supreme Constitutional Court (scc) in the 2011 uprisings, with specific attention to its 
influence on the country’s political transformation/s. It seeks to apply new analytical 
tools that will assist understanding of the position of judicial institutions in the Arab 
world, their institutional limits and expected functions. It demonstrates how this can 
be achieved through a closer analysis of the scc’s structure and the factors that shape 
its current role.
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1 Introduction1

Constitutional courts are independent apex legal institutions that are usually 
tasked with undertaking judicial review. Their application in different contexts 
does not produce uniform effects but instead gives rise to considerable varia-
tion. In early and mature democracies, the role, status and structure of consti-
tutional courts are usually defined, clearly established and directed towards 
the purposes of protecting the constitution and securing rights. In contrast, in 
young democracies the court mainly assesses “what is required to support the 
democratization process…and to judge when the democratization context re-
quires a different approach”.2

In moments of political crisis or constitutional rupture, the ‘legal’ and ‘po-
litical’ no longer appear as distinct, or even opposed, concepts and the ‘ideal 
types’ that are integral to legal and political theory no longer provide clear 
guidance or reassurance. In 2011, for example, the scc played an important 
role during the uprising and issued a number of controversial decisions that 
strongly influenced the trajectory of political transition. These interventions 
raised clear questions about its impartiality, neutrality and relation to the po-
litical process.

Closer examination actually suggests that the Egyptian example shows how 
constitutional courts, in responding to uncertain and rapidly shifting local 
contexts, can emerge as powerful ‘political’ actors. This raises a diverse number 
of complex questions, which relate to the likelihood that intervention/s will 
induce or prevent regime breakdown;3 the relationship between prior histori-
cal institutionalization and contemporary role;4 the implications of interven-
tion for the independence of the judiciary;5 and the potential/actual contra-
diction between political and judicial roles. While all of these questions came 

1 “In the name of the people” (be’esem alsha’b) is the opening line of every scc’s decision and 
reassures observes that the Court’s legitimacy is derived from the public.

2 Tom Gerlad Daly, The Alchemist: Questioning Our Faith in Courts as Democracy-Builders 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), 1.

3 See Sylvain Brouard and Christoph Honnige, “Constitutional Courts and Democracy, Varying 
Patterns of Courts Role in Democratic Transition, Consolidation and Breakdown,” (paper 
presented in expr General Conference, Section 80 Courts and Judicial Politics, Reykjavik, 
August 24–28, 2011), https://ecpr.eu/filestore/paperproposal/3e58a65c-20b2-4009-9527- 
b2cb032e58cf.pdf.

4 See Paula R. Newberg, Judging the State: Courts and Constitutional Politics in Pakistan (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995).

5 See Nathan J. Brown and Julian G. Waller, “Constitutional Courts and Political Uncertainty: 
Constitutional Ruptures and the Rule of Judges,” International Journal of Constitutional Law 
Vol. 14, No. 4,1 (2016).
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to the fore during Hosni Mubarak’s removal from power in 2011, perhaps the 
most pressing question of all is why Egypt was allowed to lapse back into au-
thoritarian rule.6 As this article illustrates, this question can only be answered 
through a more sustained engagement with the role of the Court.

Although there is an established literature that assesses the role of constitu-
tional courts during transition, there is a lack of scholarship within the Arab 
world that engages the relationship between constitutional courts and politics. 
Although this article focuses on the role of the Court during the failed Egyptian 
transition, its primary concern is to contribute to a clearer understanding of 
constitutional court dynamics in the Arab world.

The first section engages the relevant literature to outline the roles that a 
constitutional court can perform in different contexts, with specific reference 
to authoritarian regimes, moments of political transition, and young and ma-
ture democracies. It suggests specific expectations are vested in constitutional 
courts in each context and notes how this has clear implications for their limi-
tations and capacities. During moments of political transition, constitutional 
courts can either facilitate transition or produce institutional ‘deadlock’. In di-
verging from a diverse literature that establishes the different roles and behav-
iors of a constitutional court, we seek to introduce new ‘internal’ dynamics 
that can have a negative impact. These include failing to challenge (authoritar-
ian) regime remnants, reaching out to allies, searching for legitimacy and se-
curing a position.

The second section analyzes why the scc behaved in a certain matter. In 
drawing on two theories, we seek to explain scc-military and scc-Islamist re-
lations, and also look to explain how these interactions affected judicial deci-
sions. Analysis of three court decisions issued in 2012 and 2013 show that judg-
es adopted a positivist approach to the law and accordingly sought to apply it 
in a ‘mechanical’ and ‘apolitical’ manner. In concluding, this paper provides a 
theoretical assessment of judicial behavior in the Egyptian uprisings by taking 
into account the different factors that influence political transitions.

2 Constitutional Courts: Different Roles in Different Contexts

2.1 The Role of Constitutional Courts during Political Transitions
The role of constitutional courts during transition is one of the most studied 
areas in the literature on courts of this kind, and, accordingly, this theme has 

6 Neil Ketchley, Egypt in a Time of Revolution: Contentious Politics and the Arab Spring (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), 3.
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been considered in a wide range of settings, including East Asia, Europe, Latin 
America and South Africa. Although the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ only occurred 
relatively recently, it has nonetheless made a moderate contribution to this 
corpus. Although constitutional courts are generally seen as “the product of 
upheavals and shock”,7 their historical establishment has generally been set 
against German reconstruction after the collapse of the Nazi Regime because 
the literature takes this as the paradigmatic case of central actors helping to 
“achiev[e] a consolidated democratic order following authoritarian rule”.8

A closer engagement with the role of constitutional courts during transi-
tions highlights that they can either facilitate transition or ‘deadlock’ institu-
tions. Brown places constitutional courts in different categories during in-
stances of ‘constitutional rupture’ (which include political transitions). In 
observing that courts may facilitate or ‘deadlock’ institutions, he clearly distin-
guishes between an active/interventionist and passive role.9 He notes that the 
former is sustained by a strong institutional structure, strong personalized 
leadership and a contested political context that opens a door to constitution-
al courts.10 When these elements are absent, the latter becomes the established 
role.

In direct contrast with the Kelsinian model that maintains the essential task 
of constitutional courts is to prevent the judiciary from becoming politicized, 
this contribution confirms that constitutional courts function, whether in the 
‘positive’ or ‘negative’ sense, as political actors. This is perhaps the develop-
ment that Schor invokes when she suggests that the ‘success’ of constitutional 
courts during the twentieth century is confirmed by the way they “gained pow-
er at the expense of elected officials”.11 However, this celebration of constitu-
tional court activism is perhaps premature, as legitimacy shortfalls may emerge 
during transition. Ritz, in referring to the creation of post-communist constitu-
tional courts, reminds us:

[This action was] fueled by a distrust of the judiciary and by the firmly 
held belief that courts and judges inherited from the communist regime 

7 Rait Maruste, “The Role of the Constitutional Court in Democratic Society,” Jeridca Inter-
national Law Review 1632, xiii (2007): 10.

8 Daly, The Alchemist, 103.
9 Brown and Waller, “Constitutional Courts and Political Uncertainty,” 821–2.
10 Ibid., 819.
11 Miguel Schor, “An Essay on the Emergence of Constitutional Courts: The Cases of Mexico 

and Columbia,’ Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies Vol. 15 No. 1,6 (2009): 175.
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were (or would be) incapable of exercising the powers allocated to the 
constitutional courts”12

Constitutional/political transformations open political spaces for new actors 
and enable them to fill political gaps created or vacated by other political actors 
and, in so doing, “jump” into political contests.13 Schor, in drawing on the ex-
amples of the Mexican Supreme Court and the Colombian Constitutional 
Court, concurs that constitutional transformations open political spaces for 
constitutional courts to “begin to displace political actors in the tasks of consti-
tutional construction and constitutional maintenance”.14 The need to fill gaps 
created by other actors can be traced back to the weaknesses of other institu-
tions that, in turn, increase the responsibilities imposed on courts.15 Brown’s 
study of the roles of constitutional courts during times of constitutional rup-
ture suggests that their political role emerges when the constitution is unclear.

In these contributions, political character is contingent on other factors. 
This clearly contrasts with the position of Ginsburg and Garoupa, who con-
tend that constitutional courts are generally “inevitably political actors”.16 They 
attribute this to two factors: first, constitutional courts decisions on legislative 
matters have political consequences; second, constitutional judges are ap-
pointed mechanisms that are invariably politicized. This is also shown by the 
sensitivities that surround allocated powers. Renata, in citing the examples of 
Poland and the Ukraine, notes that they may result in “political prosecution” 
and the exertion of political influence over constitutional courts through 
“forced dismissals or court-packing”.17

Cases referred during transitions can also be deeply political. Constitutional 
courts may be required to issue opinions relating to the legitimacy of rulers, 
political departments, elections or institutional arrangements. While the ex-
pression of these opinions will be underpinned by legal reasoning, they refer to 
political content and have clear political consequences.

In engaging with the role of constitutional courts, we refer to four behaviors. 
First, we observe that constitutional courts can be negatively active and reflect 

12 Renata Uitz, “Constitutional Courts in Central and Eastern Europe: What Makes a Ques-
tion Too Political?” Juridica International Law Review xiii (2007): 49.

13 Brown and Waller, “Constitutional Courts and Political Uncertainty,” 820.
14 Schor, “An Essay on the Emergence of Constitutional Courts,” 176.
15 See Newberg, Judging the State.
16 Tom Ginsburg and Nunon Garoupa, “Building Reputation in Constitutional Courts: Politi-

cal and Judicial Audiences,” Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law Vol. 28 
(2011): 541.

17 Uitz, “Constitutional Courts in Central and Eastern Europe,” 50.
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on how this can affect political transition. During political transition, constitu-
tional courts may fear for their position and may seek to reinforce or even en-
hance their institutional status, and this may produce controversial decisions, 
such as those evidenced in Egypt. This brings to mind Brown’s observation that 
“courts are also institutional actors with their own interests—and often pos-
sessed of enough corporate identity to be able to define and pursue those 
interests”.18

Second, during moments of transition, constitutional courts can be reluc-
tant to challenge the remnants of the authoritarian regime and may even 
seek to reinforce the vestiges of its authority. This is not, however, necessarily 
the case; as Gainsbourg observes, when a court seeks to position itself as a 
 democracy-builder during transition, it more frequently accentuates its ability 
to strike the remains of the old authoritarian system.19 While this was shown in 
successful transitions in post-communist Czechoslovakia, Hungary and 
Poland,20 it was not evidenced in Egypt’s transition, as section iii will discuss 
in more detail.

Third, as Daly observes, constitutional courts may, during transition, reach 
out to allies with the aim of shoring up their “fragile power”21 and preserving 
their constitutional position. However, this may be risky because it invariably 
involves allying with the ‘powerful’. This was seen in Egypt when the judiciary 
appeared to side with the military in seeking to diminish the power of the Mus-
lim Brotherhood.22

Finally, constitutional courts, in seeking to secure the interests of a certain 
party, may end up relying on previous laws or policies. This was shown in Egypt 
in the reaching out to the old drawer and the citing of historical decisions. This 
enabled the Court to dismiss that which it did not favor, legitimize its decisions 
and conceal its political motives. The four behaviors will be discussed with 
reference to Egypt’s transition in the next section.

18 Brown and Waller, “Constitutional Courts and Political Uncertainty,” 820.
19 Tom Ginsburg, “Constitutional Courts in East Asia: Understanding Variation,” Journal of 

Comparative Law Vol. 3, No. 80 (2008): 80.
20 See Violeta Beširević, “Governing without Judges”: The Political of the Constitutional 

Court in Serbia,” International Journal of Constitutional Law Vol. 12, No. 4 (2014).
21 Tom Gerald Daly, “The Judiciary and Constitutional Transitions,” Institute for Democracy 

and Electoral Assistance, the Hague: 2014, 18, https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/
publications/the-judiciary-and-constitutional-transitions.pdf.

22 Ibid.
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2.2 The Role of Constitutional Courts in Authoritarian Regimes
As stated earlier, authoritarian regimes thrive on the effective manipulation of 
state institutions, and this has been shown in historical examples of both ex-
ecutive and presidential domination. Rather than extending this insight 
through an extended discursion into the realm of the separation of powers, we 
instead propose a more sustained analysis of the critical relationship between 
law and politics.

The ‘rule of law’ principle mainly seeks to constrain power and promote the 
effective sharing of power between state institutions in democratic regimes. 
Tamir and Ginsbourg demonstrate how the situation is different under author-
itarian regimes when they substitute ‘of ’ for ‘by’, and thereby demonstrate how 
authoritarian regimes use legal instruments to legitimize their rule.23 Authori-
tarian leaders do not only use law to govern but, as Solomon explains, they also 
need it.24 To summarize, legal institutions are suffocated, handicapped or em-
powered with the intention of bolstering the state’s legitimacy and credibility. 
Empowerment was, for example, adopted when an autocratic regime estab-
lished the Court.

It is instructive to study constitutional courts in autocratic regimes for two 
main reasons. First, this can unpack the different structures of political power; 
second, it helps to establish that historical position matters because it can af-
fect performance during the transitional period and also influence the institu-
tion’s future status as a democracy-builder.

We strongly agree with Rios-Figueroa and Aguilar’s assertion that “the po-
litical use of justice institutions under autocracies can severely impact their 
performance under democracies if these are not profoundly reformed”.25 Vio-
leta notes that this can also affect performance during transitions and observes 
that “the passive role to which courts are consigned in authoritarian regimes 
may decrease the probability for the judges to play an influential role in the 
transitional phase”.26 In drawing on the example of Serbia, she links the judi-
cial inactivity in transition to its historical experience under authoritarian 
rule. She initially observes that the country’s constitutional judges have never 
been authorized to challenge political authority (“judges were not supposed to 

23 See Tom Ginsburg and Tamir Moustafa, Rule by Law: The Politics of Courts in Authoritarian 
Regimes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).

24 Peter Solomon, “Law and Courts in Authoritarian States,” International Encyclopedia of 
the Social and Behavioral Sciences Vol. 2, No. 13 (2015): 430.

25 Julio Rios-Figueroa and Paloma Aguilar, “Justice Institutions in Autocracies: A Framework 
for Analysis,” Democratization Vol. 25, No. 1 (2017): 4.

26 Beširević, “Governing without Judges,” 954.
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interfere with public policy but only to legitimize the regime’s ideology em-
bedded in the communist constitution”) and proceeds to claim that courts un-
der authoritarian regimes were “not political and neutral”, while citing the ex-
amples of Chile, Italy, Japan and Spain as evidence.27

This literature review has already raised the question of why political au-
thorities would ever seek to establish a strong body. In addressing this ques-
tion, Ginsburg and Moustafa identify five court functions that assist regime 
survival, specifically: 1) the establishment of social control and the sidelining 
of political opponents; 2) the bolstering of regime claims to ‘legal’ legitimacy; 
3) the strengthening of administrative compliance within the state’s own bu-
reaucratic machinery and the resolving of coordination problems between 
competing regime factions; 4) the facilitation of trade and investment; and 5) 
the implementation of controversial policies.28

In the case of Egypt, different functions were handed over to the Court. 
When Anwar Al-Sadat came to power, he was confronted by the task of over-
coming economic failures left by Nasser. As part of his attempt to institute the 
rule-of-law, Al-Sadat established the Court. Moustafa suggests the President 
viewed the Court as an “economic investment” that would help to ‘market’ an 
image of stability and security and promote international investments.29 Daly 
ascribes the same motive to the establishment of strong judicial review in 
Egypt and other undemocratic contexts.30 His contribution recalls the exam-
ple of Singapore, where a solid legal system was established with the intention 
of simultaneously meeting international business and regime interests.

In addition, the establishment of the Court helped to avoid a direct confron-
tation between the State and public, and the perpetuation of the illusion of 
independent judicial institutions played a key role key in this respect. Mousta-
fa expands on this theme by referring to Court decisions related to Egypt’s eco-
nomic transformation and observes that “[Court rulings] enabled the regime 
to overturn socialist-oriented policies without having to face direct opposition 
from social groups that were threatened by economic liberalization”.31 Lama 
Odeh further observes that the Mubarak regime thought that the Court would 
“assume the blame for the shift to neoliberalism in the economy [and] ‘loosen’ 

27 Ibid., 972.
28 Ginsburg and Moustafa, Rule by Law, cited in Solomon, “Law and Courts in Authoritarian 

States,” 428.
29 See Ginsburg and Moustafa, Rule by Law.
30 Daly, The Alchemist, 69.
31 Tamir Moustafa, The Struggle for Constitutional Power: Law, Politics and Economic Develop-

ment in Egypt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 36.
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the political sphere so that the ‘pain’ from liberalization can take some form of 
political expression”.32

The expectations that authoritarian leaders have of the court produces dif-
ferent judicial models in each context. Solomon, in referring to concepts of 
independence and empowerment, identifies four models that autocratic rulers 
apply.33 In the first model, the court lacks both independence and empower-
ment but extends its influence over non-political matters. In the second, the 
judiciary is independent, but its members lack any jurisdiction over political 
matters (here it will be noted that the first and second models are relatively 
similar). In the third model, courts enjoy ‘conditional’ independence and juris-
diction that is politically meaningful. In practical terms, this means that, if 
they ever rule against the state’s interests, they will incur consequences that 
include court-packing, judicial lay-off and pressure. In the fourth model, courts 
are independent and empowered but “informal practices ensure they do not 
rule against regime interests”.

Chien-Chih observes that each authoritarian regime has its own specific 
reasons for tolerating judicial independence up to a certain point. He notes 
that, even though China and pre-democratic Taiwan are authoritarian regimes, 
they have adopted different strategies vis-à-vis the courts. For example, while 
China’s supreme court has repeatedly enacted and revised the constitution, 
pre-democratic Taiwan has “relied on the constitutional court to tackle thorny 
issues without rewriting new constitutions”.34 Egypt’s Court has historically 
shifted between these two models. When Gamal Abdel-Nasser created the su-
preme court, the precursor of the Court, he focused on “expanding executive 
power at the expense of autonomous rule-of-law institutions”.35 He did not 
seek to control the judiciary but instead left it to its own devices.36 He then 
created a parallel legal system that consisted of military and security courts 
that operated with minimum legal guarantees – the cases of which were often 
referred by regular courts. This resembles the first model in which in the court 
is not empowered and addresses unimportant cases.

32 Lama Abu Odeh, “The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt: The Limits of Liberal Po-
litical Science and cls Analysis of Law Elsewhere,” Georgetown Law Faculty Publications 
and Other Works 1636 (2011): 986, https://scholarship.law.georgetown.edu/facpub/1636.

33 Solomon, “Law and Courts in Authoritarian States,” 430.
34 Chien-Chih Lin, “Constitutions and Courts in Chinese Authoritarian Regimes: China 

and Pre-Democratic Taiwan in Comparison,” International Journal of Constitutional Law, 
Vol. 14, No. 2 (2016): 353.

35 Moustafa, The Struggle for Constitutional Power, 65.
36 There was an exception of this when Gamal Abdel-Nasser directly clashed with the judi-

cial institution. In the late 1960s, his ‘Massacre of the Judges’ resulted in the dissolution of 
the club of the board of judges and the dismissal of over 200 critical judges.
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In the period between Al-Sadat’s rule and the early years of Mubarak’s 
 presidency, the Court most closely resembled the third model; while it exer-
cised meaningful jurisdiction, it never challenged the regime’s core priorities. 
Its horizon was nevertheless expansive, touching on issues as diverse as “elec-
toral candidacy, party registration, freedom of expression, and human rights 
advocacy”.37 Court judgements also made an important contribution to the ex-
pansion of political rights and the broadening of participation. For example, 
the Court addressed Article Four of the Hemayat Al-Jabha al Dakhlya Law and 
found its political prohibition to be unconstitutional (Decisions 1986/2 and 
1989/2).38 In 1987 and 1996, it also dissolved the lower parliament, while citing 
the invalidity of the Election Law in justification.

Hameriel observes that “while the scc certainly curtailed executive power 
to some extent, it always showed reluctance to challenge the ‘core interests’ of 
the regime, upholding key elements of the autocratic state and politically re-
pressive practices”.39 To take two examples, the Court never challenged Egypt’s 
emergency status, which lasted more than 40 years, and it did not seek to un-
dermine the security courts, which provided no legal guarantees and disturbed 
Egypt’s wider legal order.

2.3 The Role of Constitutional Courts in Early Democracy
Constitutional courts in democratic regimes are frequently viewed as a demo-
cratic ‘trademark’ or as evidence that can be invoked in support of a country’s 
claimed democratic credentials.40 In holding powerful authorities to account 
through mechanisms such as judicial review, constitutional courts have even 
been celebrated as ‘guardians of the constitution’. In appearing as the “liv-
ing symbol of the constitution”, these courts are expected to “act above and 
beyond the changes occurring in the political arena”.41 If they are to func-
tion properly, their independence should be guaranteed, and this should be 

37 Abu-Odeh, “The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt,” 989.
38 The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt, Case No. 2 (22 Judicial Year), 1986, http://

www.sccourt.gov.eg/SCC/faces/RuleViewer.jspx.
39 Maria Haimerl, “The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt (scc) After Mubarak: Re-

thinking the Role of an Established Court in an Unconstitutional Setting,” Paper Prepared 
for expr General Conference, Glasgow, September 2014, 13. (Permission from the original 
author enabled the current authors to quote from the paper).

40 László Sólyom, “The Role of Constitutional Courts in the Transition to Democracy: With 
Special Reference to Hungary,” International Sociology Vol. 18, No. 1 (2003): 134.

41 European Commission for Democracy Through Law-Venice Commission, “The Role of 
the Constitutional Court in the Consolidation of the Rule of Law,” proceedings, Bucha-
rest, June 8–10, 1994, https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx? 
pdffile=CDL-STD%281994%29010-e.
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enshrined through an open nomination and appointment process for judges 
and the establishment of clear terms of reference.

In mature democracies, the role of apex courts includes ensuring majority 
rule, protecting the rulers of the democratic game and upholding the funda-
mental rights of all. This section is primarily interested in the role of constitu-
tional courts in early democracies, and it engages with this subject to develop 
a theoretical framework that explains why some scholars advocate a strong 
constitutional court after transition.

The literature varies in its depiction of the role of constitutional courts in 
early democracies; in some instances, they seek to enforce the new constitu-
tion, whereas in others they are haunted by the authoritarian era and show a 
preoccupation with striking down persistent regime elements. Constitutional 
courts in early democracies adopt different approaches, as Daly presents in his 
book The Alchemists.42 The first anticipates that courts will operate in a similar 
manner to counterparts in mature democracies and will therefore apply lim-
ited amendments. The second asserts that review innovations in the Global 
South should not be discarded solely because they do not correspond to West-
ern norms. The third adapts the general argument of Kim Lane Scheppele to 
contend that, in instances where elected organs are unable to fulfil their func-
tions in the same manner as counterparts in mature democracies, a constitu-
tional court can act as a substitute for deliberation and reflection of the popu-
lar will. In substituting for deliberation and reflecting the popular will, strong 
judicial review is reconfigured as a democratic process. The fourth, asserted by 
Samuel Issacharoff and Roberto Gargarella, argues in favor of a more targeted 
role and seeks to rectify the worst inadequacies of a new democratic political 
system while facilitating the persistence and development of democratic rule, 
with the intention of ensuring that it does not decay after the initial transition 
to electoral democracy. The fifth, which draws on the contribution of Stephen 
Gardbaum, argues that weak review should be privileged when attempting to 
establish and maintain an independent judiciary in a young democracy, and 
also suggests that stronger efforts should be made to establish more “dialogi-
cal” modes of judicial intervention.

3 The Role of the Court during the 2011 Uprisings

3.1 Ruling without a Clear Constitutional Framework
On January 25, 2011, downtown Cairo’s Midan Al-Tahrir filled with massed pro-
testors demanding the removal of Hosni Mubarak and the end of his 30-year 

42 Daly, The Alchemist, 285.
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rule. After sustained public protest and unrest, Omar Suleiman, Egypt’s vice-
president, declared that Mubarak would be removed and the Supreme Council 
of the Armed Forces (scaf) would be delegated executive powers and would 
oversee the country’s transition period. The country, which had been subject 
to extended military and authoritarian rule, then entered into a period of ap-
parently endless political turmoil that was further exacerbated by an unclear 
constitutional framework. This section will provide further insight into these 
developments with the intention of clarifying rulings issued by the Court in 
the transition period.

On February 2011, scaf suspended the 1971 Constitution and appointed an 
eight-member committee with members from the scc that was tasked with 
proposing constitutional declaration in advance of parliamentary and presi-
dential elections. The amendments sought to restore nine articles and restrict 
presidential powers.43 Ketchley notes that Islamists were foremost in arguing 
for a ‘yes’ vote in the referendum and were closely associated with the argu-
ment that “an elected civilian government was vital to the success of the 
transition”.44 Meanwhile, secularists were foremost in opposing the referen-
dum, and demanded that a codified constitution be put in place before elec-
tions because this would help “to avoid a document written by a parliament 
dominated by narrow party interests”.45

The declaration was finally approved by a national referendum with a ma-
jority of 77.3% on a turnout of 41%46 and was then followed by a parliamentary 
election that was held between November 2011 and December 2012. The results 
confirmed the full extent of the Islamist political resurgence; the Muslim 
Brotherhood’s newly formed Freedom and Justice Party took almost half of the 
available seats (47%), while the Salafi Nour Party accounted for almost a quar-
ter (24%).47

The newly elected parliament first addressed itself to the challenge of estab-
lishing a Constituent Assembly that would draft a new constitution. The domi-
nation of an Islamist majority raised issues of representation, and there were 
concerns that the parliament would be unable to address the full range of 

43 Michele Dunne and Mara Revkin, “Overview of Egypt’s Constitutional Referendum,” 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2011, https://carnegieendowment.org/ 
2011/03/16/overview-of-egypt-s-constitutional-referendum-pub-43095.

44 Ketchley, Egypt in a Time of Revolution, 91.
45 Ibid.
46 Estefta’ Masr, “The Result: 77.3% Yes” (Al-Nateja: Na’m be nesbat 77.3%), 2011, https:// 

referendum2011.elections.eg/84-slideshow/155-result.html.
47 Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, “2012 Egyptian Parliamentary Elections,” 

 January 22, 2015, https://carnegieendowment.org/2015/01/22/2012-egyptian-parliamentary 
-elections-pub-58800.
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 concerns that emerged during the 2011 uprisings.48 If the parliament failed in 
this respect, it would negatively impact both the establishment of a new As-
sembly and the drafting of a new constitution.

On 14 June 2012, the Court dissolved ‘the Parliament of the Revolution’. In 
response to this decision and legal challenges to the Constituent Assembly, 
Morsi issued a constitutional declaration on November 2012 that prohibited 
any judicial review of his decisions and “retroactively plac[ed] his presidential 
decrees beyond the purview of Egypt’s courts”.49 He then used this impunity to 
ensure the 2012 Constitution was adopted.

This constitution did not diverge from the previous model, although it in-
troduced a change to the Court that would decrease its number of members 
from 19 to 11. Critics charged that this change, if accepted, would result in the 
expulsion of judges who were perceived to be unsympathetic to Islamism.50 
After Morsi exceeded the powers set out in the 2012 Constitution, conflict be-
tween Islamists and secularists broke out and then peaked on the Revolution’s 
first anniversary. scaf then intervened and removed Morsi from office on July 
3, 2013.

Adly Mansour, the Court’s Chief Justice, then became Interim President 
and, following a constitutional declaration that granted him legislative and ex-
ecutive powers, assumed responsibility for overseeing the transition period. 
Mansour outlined a ‘roadmap’ for the amendment of the constitution, which 
envisaged the subsequent holding of parliamentary and presidential elections, 
and which also provided assurances that civilian government would soon be 
reinstalled and the emergency status would be lifted.51 The ‘roadmap’ estab-
lished that 10 appointed legal members would initiate the process, 50 Constitu-
ent Assembly members would review the draft they produced, and then the 
end product would be submitted to a national referendum. The legal commit-
tee, which was originally supposed to amend the 2012 Constitution, instead 
“systematically rewrote the entire document”.52 This outcome was hardly sur-
prising given that its membership included ‘public figures’53 and completely 

48 Michael Meyer-Resende, “Egypt: In-Depth Analysis of the Main Elements of the New 
Constitution,” Belgium, Directorate-General for External Politics), 6, doi: 10.2861/63673.

49 Ketchley, Egypt in a Time of Revolution, 74.
50 Constitutionnet Supporting Constitution Builders Globally, “Constitutional History of 

Egypt,” http://constitutionnet.org/country/egypt.
51 Aljazeera, “Egypt’s President Says Road Map on Track,” September 4, 2013, https://www 

.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2013/09/20139431253464290.html.
52 Nathan Brown, “Grading Egypt’s Roadmap Toward Democracy,” Carnegie Endowment of 

International Peace, May 5, 2014, https://carnegieendowment.org/2014/05/05/grading 
-egypt-s-roadmap-toward-democracy-pub-55518.

53 Meyer-Resende, “Egypt: In-Depth Analysis of the Main Elements of the New Constitu-
tion,” 17.
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excluded the Islamist parties that won the 2012 parliamentary elections. It 
was clear that the Islamists would not be permitted to rise to political pre- 
eminence again.

The constitutional draft was then submitted to a national referendum, 
which was approved by 98% of those who voted, on a 38.6% turnout. The ref-
erendum took place against a backdrop of “street fighting, terrorist attacks, po-
litical apathy” and large-scale Islamist boycott. People who voted ‘No’ were also 
arrested or intimidated by security forces.54

The approved 2014 Constitution draws very strongly on its 1971 predecessor, 
and this is reflected by the fact that the tasks assigned to the legislature and 
judiciary are broadly consistent across both documents. The 2014 Constitution 
also grants broad rights to the president, who is firmly established as the pre-
eminent figure in the domestic political system. Article 191 of the 2014 Consti-
tution establishes an independent constitutional court, which possesses pow-
ers of judicial review.55 However, the de facto independence of this court is 
drawn into question by three observations; first, court judges are appointed by 
presidential prerogative (Article Five of the Constitutional Court Law, No. 
48/1979); second, there are few genuine guarantees or safeguards that uphold 
the Constitution’s independence; finally, the continued existence of military 
courts (Articles 204 and 205 of the Constitution) undermines the court’s 
independence.

The presidential elections took place on May 2014, and General Marshal 
Adel Fatah el-Sisi and Hamadeen Subhi were the only candidates. These elec-
tions took place against a backdrop of “curbs on media and civil society, under-
representation of women, lack of clarity in the electoral procedures, and [the] 
interference of state, security apparatus and business interests in favor of 
el-Sisi”.56

54 Ibid., 8.
55 Article (192) states, “The Supreme Constitutional Court shall be solely competent to de-

cide on the constitutionality of laws and regulations, to interpret legislative provisions, 
and to adjudicate on disputes pertaining to the affairs of its members, on jurisdictional 
disputes between judicial bodies and entities that have judicial jurisdiction, on disputes 
pertaining to the implementation of two final contradictory judgments, one of which is 
rendered by a judicial body or an authority with judicial jurisdiction and the other is 
rendered by another, and on disputes pertaining to the execution of its judgments and 
decisions.”

56 Paulami Sanyal, “Egypt: Presidential Elections, 2014,” Contemporary Review of the Middle 
East Vol. 2, No. 3 (2015): 1.
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3.2 Examining the scc’s Judicial Behavior
While the scc enjoyed great autonomy and, under Ahmad Al-Mor’s presiden-
cy of the late 1980s and early 1990s, delivered excellent decisions on civil and 
political legal matters, Mubarak grew weary of the scc’s judgments and sought 
to reduce its activism. After this, scc justices were considered by the general 
public to be affiliated with the regime. While the taming of judicial activism is 
important, judicial behavior during the 2011 uprisings cannot be understood 
purely with reference to the relationship between judges and the authoritarian 
regime. The situation was aggravated by competition over who would run the 
country. As a powerful institution, the scc was thrown into the political storm.

In order to analyze judicial activism or competition with the regime, we cite 
two theories that Hilbink developed in her book Judges beyond Politics in De-
mocracy and Dictatorship to analyze judicial behavior in Chile (an example 
that resembles Egypt’s) and apply them to the Egyptian case.57 The First is the 
Attitudinal Explanations Theory, which suggests that the judges’ personal pol-
icy preferences may explain the support (implicit or explicit) given to the re-
gime or, as in the Egyptian case, the military. In applying this theory, we pro-
pose to examine scc-military relations. This will then help us to identify why 
the retention of military rule and the curtailment of the Islamist rise have 
emerged as the judges’ preferred options in Egypt.

After the monarchy was overthrown by the Free Officers in 1952, the military 
played a leading role in the construction of the modern Egyptian state. Presi-
dents who obtained power were either high-ranking members of the military 
or were affiliated with it – this applied to the extent that the military was de-
scribed as a “country inside a country”, and as “ruling without governing”. Mul-
tiple officers held high-ranking political and bureaucratic positions, the Minis-
try of Defense and the defense and national security committee mainly 
included retired military officers, and the military owned a vast economic 
complex.58

During the 2011 uprisings and after Mubarak’s resignation, scaf ruled the 
country by continually issuing constitutional declarations. scaf described its 
role as tawali sho’on al bilad (administering the country’s affairs), which in-
volved combining executive and legislative powers.59 The military claimed that 

57 Lisa Hilbink, Judges beyond Politics in Democracy and Dictatorship: Lessons from Chile 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007).

58 Frederick Harris Setzer, “Judicial Power in Transitional Regimes: Tunisia and Egypt since 
the Arab Spring,” Ph.D diss., Cornell University, 2017, 40.

59 Rashad Tawam, “The Army and the Changing of the Constitutional Order in Egypt” 
 (Al-Jaysh wa Taghyer Al-netham al dostori fe Masr), Ph.D diss., University of Tunis Al-
Manar, 2017–2018, 161.
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they were “protecting what the demonstrators have achieved” and were the 
“guardians of peaceful transitions”. The public, however, rejected these claims 
and demanded an end to military rule. Sustained clashes then followed.

The scc previously fought to remain independent, and the emergency law 
created a parallel judicial system that divided the Egyptian legal system into 
civil and military courts. This then provided the scc with space when it was 
ruling on political and civil rights. But, while judges were not personally com-
mitted to the military regime, they did not challenge authoritarian laws and 
policies.

There was never an established or committed relationship between the scc 
and the military, and the claim that scc refrained from ruling against scaf 
because of its loyalty to the military is a speculative claim and without suffi-
cient basis. There is no evidence that the military made offers to judges.

After military coups, the military usually issues declarations with the aim of 
constructing and building a new institutional order. In practical terms, this en-
tails legitimizing the new order by providing judicial ‘back up’. For example, in 
the Argentinian case, the military replaced supreme court justices who had 
been appointed by a democratic regime with judges who shared the military’s 
basic outlook and views.60 This contrasts with the Egyptian case, where the 
military’s March declaration did not negatively intervene in the constitution of 
judicial authorities. On the contrary, in the Summer of 2011, scaf issued a law 
by decree that gave the scc a degree of autonomy when selecting its own chief 
justice. In addition, they did not seek to replace incumbent judges, although 
this may have been attributable to the fact that they were appointed by 
Mubarak. This was interpreted by Hammad as scc-scaf’s relations becoming 
an alliance.61

Indeed, the judiciary was the only branch that did not experience direct in-
tervention. Tawam attributes this to several factors, which include the excep-
tional character of intervention, the influence of the judicial branch on the 
transition process, the strength of the judicial system, the level of public trust in 
the judiciary, the unwillingness of the judiciary to directly oppose scaf’s man-
agement of the country and the level of established judicial independence.62

The 2011 constitutional declaration gave the Court an important role, and 
Article 28 established a supreme judicial commission (Presidential Elections 

60 Gretchen Helmke, Courts under Constrains: Judges, Generals, and Presidents in Argentina 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 69.

61 Mahmoud Hamad, Judges and Generals in the Making of Modern Egypt: How Institutions 
Sustain and Undermine Authoritarian Regimes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
2019), 206.

62 Tawam, “The Army and the Changing of the Constitutional Order in Egypt,” 158–9.
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Commission) and tasked it with supervising the election of presidents. Its 
membership included the Court’s president (appointed as its head) and his/
her senior deputies (appointed as members). The commission’s decisions were 
final and obligatory for all state authorities. In order to ensure compliance with 
the Constitution, draft legislation for presidential elections was shown to the 
Court before being issued.

A scaf-issued law also gave the Court a wide degree of autonomy and al-
lowed it “to select its own chief justice (from among the three most senior 
members) and appoint members to its own bench”.63 In Summer 2012, scaf 
issued a new supplementary constitutional declaration (Article 30), which 
stated that the president should take a vow before the Court when it was pro-
posed that parliament should be dissolved.64 This was significant because it 
reversed the traditional arrangement under which judges took vows before the 
president, and appeared to undermine an established hierarchy by ascribing 
the Court a higher rank. Through a relatively small leap of logic, it was possible 
to infer that the president’s legitimacy was bestowed on him/her by the Court. 
Even though judges may have not supported the rise of military or authoritar-
ian rule, they shared scaf’s conviction that it was essential to constrain Is-
lamists and Islamism.

The Chilean example shows that military-judicial cooperation can be initi-
ated by ‘shared political attitudes and policy preferences’. The fact that the 
scc, as the higher power, did not challenge the military’s declarations or rule 
against the authoritarian regime’s laws and policies should not be understood 
to indicate a loyalty to scaf; on the contrary, it suggests that cooperation func-
tioned because of shared political attitudes.

These ‘shared ideas’ could have arisen from a desire to ensure a peaceful 
transfer of authority. When scaf obtained power from the former regime, they 
sought to present themselves as the ‘guardian of the peaceful revolution’, and 
the cheers of the public suggested that this sentiment was widely shared. But, 
after political events progressed, the curtailment of Islamists became the 
‘shared ideology’. It should also be remembered that some judges were affili-
ated with the military; for example, Faruq Sultan, the chief justice, was widely 
seen “as a creature of the old regime” and as “close to the [M]ilitary”.65 Judge 

63 Nathan Brown, “Egypt: A Constitutional Court in an Unconstitutional Setting,” in Political 
and Constitutional Transitions in North Africa: Actors and Factors, eds. Justin Frosini and 
Francesco Biagi (New York: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Democratization and 
Government, 2015), 35.

64 Ahram Online, “Egypt’s Text of scaf Amended Egypt Constitutional Declaration,” June 18, 
2012, http://english.ahram.org.eg/News/45350.aspx.

65 Brown and Waller, “Constitutional Courts and Political Uncertainty,” 839.
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Tahani Gebali’s previous relations with the military were well established 
when she helped to draft the Selmi document. In advance of the next constitu-
tion, this document set out constitutional principles that would give the mili-
tary political powers and autonomy from oversight. Gebali had spoken exten-
sively and publicly about the dangers associated with the rising tide of 
Islamism.66

The Court was also accused of being biased towards the military by Islamists 
and protestors. Its decision to dissolve the ‘Parliament of the Revolution’ 
placed it at the center of a political drama, and this was vividly illustrated 
when Islamist protests in front of the Court building brought the Court’s work 
to an abrupt halt. A Court press release lamented this intrusion on its “sacred 
mission”67 before issuing subsequent releases that reminded the public of the 
“glory” of the Court’s status and the “sanctity” of its mission.68 A December 
2012 Court press release dismissed the accusation that the Court released its 
judgements before official sessions and also directly challenged the allegation 
it was politically engaged. The Court’s vice-president referred to his institu-
tion’s ongoing struggle with Islamists and reminded critics that the Court had 
vested the president with his authority.69

The scc’s relationship with Morsi became strained when it issued a deci-
sion that sought to dissolve the parliament and influence presidential elec-
tions. Antoni explains that payback for this judicial activism was forthcoming 
when Morsi issued a decree that withdrew the scaf’s dissolution of the parlia-
ment. In then amending a transitional constitutional draft with the intention 
of making himself unaccountable, Morsi sought to sideline the scc by elimi-
nating the possibility that appeals could be made against any of his laws.70 
Morsi also sacked the widely respected public prosecutor, in a move that was 
seen as a rebuke of the judicial system and an attempt to obtain further power. 
It aggravated judges and intensified concerns about the rise of Islamists. Being 

66 David D. Kirkpatrick, “Judge Helped Egypt’s Military to Cement Power,” The New York 
Times, July 3, 2012, https://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/04/world/middleeast/judge 
-helped-egypts-military-to-cement-power.html.

67 bbc News, “Egypt: The constitutional Court Halts Work Due to the Blocking of Its Build-
ing” (Masr: Al-Mahkma Al-Dostoryya To’aleq Amalha Lemohasaret Maqarha), December 
2, 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgkmGNw4Rlc.

68 Ibid.
69 Al Jazeera Mubasher, “The Constitutional Court’s Statement” (Bayan Al-Mahkma Al- 

Dostoryya Al-Uliya), November 28, 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyBAZok 
p0X0.

70 Antoni Abat i Ninet, “The Role of the Judiciary in Egypt’s Failed Transition to Democracy,” 
in Judges as Guardians of Constitutionalism and Human Rights, eds. Martin Scheinin et al. 
(Glos: Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, 2015), 219.
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caught in open conflict with Islamists, the scc “lobbied hard”71 to retain the 
autonomy it had gained during the drafting of the 2012 Constitution. It had 
refused a first draft of the Constitution on the grounds that it sought “to limit 
the courts’ powers and interfere in judicial affairs”.72 This clearly establishes 
that the scc had ongoing concerns about its independence and status.

In addition to Attitudinal Explanations Theory, we will also apply Legal The-
ory, with the intention of explaining the behavior of the scc in the 2011 upris-
ings. This suggests that judges’ professional understanding of law made them 
unwilling to support positive change. Hilbink suggests that judges reacted in a 
“mechanical” manner and questions if they were really aware of the outcomes 
of their decisions.73 At this moment in time, judges believed that they had a 
“professional duty to execute the will of the legislators regardless of the law’s 
content”. Most judges were also remnants of the former regime and were ap-
pointed during an authoritarian era. While they were not necessarily commit-
ted to the military, they lacked an incentive to resist authoritarian laws and 
policies.

A consideration of scc judgements issued during the uprisings suggests 
that judges applied a positivist approach. The ruling on the unconstitutionality 
of the electoral law (which dissolved parliament on June 14, 2012) was a par-
ticularly important moment in the transition. A closer reading of the verdict74 
highlights several critical issues and provides clear insight into the Court’s po-
sition at the beginning of the transition.

The Court missed a huge opportunity to rule on the ‘constitutional docu-
ments’ issued by scaf and instead treated them as the ‘higher law’. It therefore 
regarded the constitutional declaration as a constitution, and did not question 
its legality. In failing to define the status of the declaration or to explicitly indi-
cate which document was considered to contain the highest norm,75 the Court 
failed to confront “military constitutionalism”. Had it adopted a different 
stance, it could have challenged military interference in Egypt’s political sys-
tem and begun to advocate in favor of a better constitutional process.

While it is difficult to identify the Court’s intention in failing to rule on the 
validity of these constitutional declarations, it would be too simplistic to con-
clude that it only wanted to maintain its position. Sultany’s claim that the scc 

71 Brown, “A Constitutional Court in an Unconstitutional Setting,” 39.
72 Yolande Knell, “Egypt’s President Mursi Assumes Sweeping Powers,” bbc News, November 

22, 2012, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-20451208.
73 Hilbink, Judges beyond Politics, 32.
74 The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt, Case No. 20 (34 Judicial Year), June 14, 2012, 

http://www.sccourt.gov.eg/SCC/faces/RuleViewer.jspx.
75 Haimerl, “The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt (scc) After Mubarak,” 19.
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tried to “keep its head down” because it did not know how the political transi-
tion would unfold appears more convincing.76 This is also consistent with 
 Mohammad Fadel’s analysis of the scc’s approach to ‘constitutional silence’.77 
This would explain why, rather than “creating a crisis”, the Court adopted a 
formal approach and instead asserted “that the scaf’s March 30 constitutional 
declaration was Egypt’s constitution”.78 In addition, it also held that “its provi-
sions granted it the power to determine the constitutionality of all Egyptian 
laws during the transition period”.

In the words of Fadel, “[t]he scc overcame the problem of constitutional 
silence by producing overdetermined opinions which read the interim consti-
tutional documents as though they spoke loudly and clearly to every possible 
constitutional question”.79 This position was adopted in preference to “assert-
ing that a higher, unwritten law governed Egypt’s transition”.80 At the begin-
ning of its verdict, the Court dismissed the Government’s argument that the 
case fell outside of its jurisdiction because it is a “political matter”.81 It then 
proceeded to establish that it was the only body with the competence to deter-
mine the nature of issues derived from the contested legal texts. By implica-
tion, it was also the only body that was competent to establish if the texts were 
political acts that fell outside of the scope of constitutional review.

Had the Court set out legal reasoning or at least some other basis for estab-
lishing what is or what is not a ‘political act/matter’, it would have made a posi-
tive contribution. It is perhaps not coincidental that the Court failed to refer to 
its reasoning when it claimed that it was the only authority with the right to 
speak on the matter. On closer inspection, it appears the Court was aware of 
the wider situation but did not wish to limit itself; to the same extent, it also 
sought to legitimize its future right to make rules by making itself the sole ar-
biter of this sensitive matter.

76 Nimer Sultany, Law and Revolution: Legitimacy and Constitutionalism After the Arab 
Spring (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), 88.

77 See Mohammad Fadel, “The Sounds of Silence: The Supreme Constitutional Court of 
Egypt, Constitutional Crisis, and Constitutional Silence,” The International Journal of Con-
stitutional Law Vol. 16, No. 3, 2018.

78 The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt, Case No. 20 (34 Judicial Year), June 14, 2012, 
http://www.sccourt.gov.eg/SCC/faces/RuleViewer.jspx.

79 Fadel, “The Sounds of Silence,” 945.
80 Ibid., 946.
81 This contradicts one of its previous decisions. See The Supreme Constitutional Court of 

Egypt, Case No 131 (6 Judicial Year), http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/arabic/Egypt-SCC-SC/
Egypt-SCC-131-Y6.html.
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The dissolution of parliament was clearly intended to halt the rise of Is-
lamists, and Ottaway and Brown concur there is “no doubt” this was the in-
tended outcome.82 This action did, however, create a number of unintended 
consequences, which included the complication of Court-scaf relations, the 
inflaming of the political situation, and the return of legislative and executive 
powers to scaf.83 Darwisheh notes with interest that the scaf issued a televi-
sion statement that expressed regret about the Court’s decision but did not 
seek to challenge it.84 This recalls a previous observation (see above) that re-
gimes sometimes use courts as ‘lightning rods’ to ‘conduct’ unwanted blame 
and insulate them from the anger of the public and other political actors. In 
performing this function, the Court was a ‘legitimizing tool’ that served the 
interests and priorities of scaf.

There were, however. two negative political implications. First, the decision 
potentially undermined the authority of the Constituent Assembly by claim-
ing the current parliament was ‘illegitimate’. Second, the decision’s timing (it 
was issued two days before the second round of presidential elections) further 
exposed the Court to the charge of political manipulation. The parliament’s 
dissolution meant that the president (and by this stage it was already clear that 
Morsi was winning) would be required to conduct his vows before the Court 
and would, in so doing, recognize and affirm the Court’s public legitimacy. Had 
Morsi boycotted this event, it would have provided a clear justification for re-
moving him from the presidency.

However, Morsi refused to take the bait. Instead, he conducted his vows and 
gave a speech that acknowledged the Court’s decision, praised its indepen-
dence and recognized its role in the domestic political system.85 Two weeks 
later, in what one observer calls “payback”,86 Morsi reversed the Court’s deci-
sion and issued a constitutional declaration that made him immune to judicial 
review, producing renewed tensions with the Court.

82 Ninet, “The Role of the Judiciary in Egypt’s Failed Transition,” 217.
83 scaf issued a constitutional declaration that established a legislative power because the 

parliament was not active.
84 Housam Darwisheh, “Ruling Against Revolution: The Judiciary and the Restoration of Au-

thoritarianism in Egypt,” Jetro-ide ME Review No. 5 (2017–2018): 83, https://www.ide.go.jp/
library/Japanese/Publish/Periodicals/Me_review/pdf/201803_02.pdf.

85 Al-Arabiya, “The Appointment Ceremony of Morsi before the Constitutional Court” 
(Mrasem T’ayen Al-Ra’yes Morsi Amam Al-Mahkma Al-Dostoriyya), June 30, 2012, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tx1pKJ7dQ2E.

86 Ninet, “The Role of the Judiciary in Egypt’s Failed Transition,” 217.
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On the same day that it issued its decision on the parliament, the Court de-
clared that the Political Isolation Law, which prohibits anybody with links to 
the previous regime from standing for high-ranking positions for a period of 10 
years, was unconstitutional. This law (No. 17 of 2012, which amends Law No. 73 
of 1956) had previously been passed by the dissolved parliament and was then 
adopted by scaf.

In a April 17, 2012 opinion, the Court dismissed a case, stating that it was 
beyond its jurisdiction to rule on any matters outside “the draft law regulating 
presidential elections”.87 On June 14, 2012, the Court ruled that the law was un-
constitutional because it conflicted with the constitutional principle of politi-
cal equality.88 This meant that Ahmad Shafiq, who had previously served in the 
Mubarak regime, was able to run for the presidency. Darwisheh notes that this 
ruling was widely perceived as being politically motivated and as seeking to 
enable the military’s favored candidate to run for office.89

It is, however, instructive to note that the Court, in interpreting political 
rights, has never grounded its arguments in the wider context of the transition 
process – this is particularly surprising because it would normally be expected 
of courts that adjudicate during moments of political transition. Instead, the 
Court’s judges have applied “classical means in their argumentation”.90

The two decisions “left Egypt without a people’s assembly but with the pos-
sibility of a remnant of the ancient regime becoming President”,91 and this fur-
ther strengthened the claim that Court decisions were, during this period, a 
source of division rather than stabilization. The charge of politicization can 
also be sustained by referring to the haste with which Court judgments were 
issued. Brown and Waller observe that “it had [previously] taken several years 
for a case to find its way to the scc and for the scc to decide. [However,] [o]n 
this occasion, the scc issued its ruling hours after hearing the arguments”.92

On June 2013, the Court issued decision No.17, which strikes down Section 
(1/3) of Law No. 162.93 The Court ruled that it was unconstitutional for the pres-
ident to issue arrest orders and search warrants without referring to the Crimi-
nal Procedure Law. The Court further clarified:

87 This barrier was previously established by a constitutional declaration. Supreme Consti-
tutional Court of Egypt, Dismissal Case (34 Judicial Year), April 17, 2012, http://www 
.sccourt.gov.eg/SCC/faces/RuleViewer.jspx.

88 The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt, Case No. 57 (34 Judicial Year), June 14, 2012, 
http://www.sccourt.gov.eg/SCC/faces/RuleViewer.jspx.

89 Darwisheh, “Ruling Against Revolution,” 83.
90 Haimerl, “The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt (scc) After Mubarak,” 25.
91 Ibid., 27.
92 Brown and Waller, “Constitutional Courts and Political Uncertainty,” 846.
93 This 1958 law seeks to regulate emergency status.
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“[T]he emergency law is purely an exceptional rule intended to support 
the executive branch and to provide it with certain mechanisms that 
limit public rights and freedoms in order to face emergency conditions 
that threaten the public safety or national security of the country. There-
fore, its application may not be extended and a narrow interpretation of 
its provisions must be adhered to.”

This ruling stood apart from Court decisions issued between 1984 and 1985, 
when 77 cases that asserted the unconstitutionality of these repressive mea-
sures were dismissed.94 The decision was particularly surprising because 
emergency status was not in place at the time, and this is why Brown observes 
that “the ruling had little immediate impact”.95

The decision related to a petition that was first submitted to the Court in 
1993, which meant it had taken the Court more than 22 years to issue a ruling. 
The Court’s willingness to finally limit an emergency rule that had operated for 
decades could, at first glance, be interpreted as a concession to a wider envi-
ronment of change and flux; however, this would perhaps be premature, as a 
closer reading highlights clear political motives. Auf observes that this deci-
sion established “that all detaining orders, searches, and arrests that were con-
ducted throughout two decades were based on unconstitutional text”.96 The 
Court’s refusal to address the question of retroactivity was a clear missed op-
portunity for attempts to establish a renewed commitment to reform and 
accountability.

These three decisions are of particular interest because judges took a posi-
tive approach. As in the Chilean case, judges insisted that they had no choice 
but to abide by the law; Egyptian judges similarly used interviews and judicial 
decisions to emphasize their apolitical stance.97 But such claims overlook the 
fact that, irrespective of whether judges took the consequences of their rulings 
into account, their decisions have had a profound political impact on the 
uprisings.

94 Revision of scc’s decisions between 1984–1985 by the researchers from the Electronic 
Database, http://www.sccourt.gov.eg/SCC/faces/PortalHome.jspx?Adf-Window-Id=w7zn 
8cw3zs&Adf-Page-Id=233.

95 Nathan Brown, “Egypt is in a State of Emergency. Here’s What That Means for Its Govern-
ment,” The Washington Post, April 13, 2017. Available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/
news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/04/13/egypt-is-in-a-state-of-emergency-heres-what-that-
means-for-its-government/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.aed1de226e9b.

96 Yussef Aud, “The State of Emergency in Egypt: An Exception or Rule,” Atlantic Council, 
February 2, 2018, https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/menasource/the-state-of 
-emergency-in-egypt-an-exception-or-rule.

97 Hilbink, Judges beyond Politics, 32.
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4 Conclusion

During the Court’s ‘Golden Era’, Egyptian judges developed a clear sense of 
their role in the Egyptian system. The Court was already established as an in-
stitution years before the uprisings and had developed a clear body of jurispru-
dence. This perhaps suggests that the actual question that should be asked is if 
the Court was able to adjust to these rapidly altering dynamics. Here it is in-
structive to note that the Court has decisively influenced particular moments 
of Egypt’s political transition. This has, however, been true in a ‘negative’ sense, 
and to this extent the Court did not strike at the remnants of the old regime, 
outline a judicial assessment of transition or provide guidelines that might as-
sist the movement towards democracy.

The Court has not just failed to challenge unconstitutional authoritarian-
era laws, but has actually upheld their legality and, to this extent, has failed to 
definitely break with the previous regime. The Court’s ‘failure’ to address the 
constitutionality of constitutional declarations also suggests that it prefers to 
operate in an unclear constitutional framework. Significantly, the Court has 
not created new rights, expanded existing ones or facilitated the creation of a 
democratic public sphere.

Perhaps most seriously of all, however, the Court has acted as the ‘judicial 
tool’ of scaf and has effectively ‘legitimized’ actions that the military authori-
ties would not normally dare to publicly champion. The Court’s judgments 
played a vital role in curtailing the rise of Islamists and the emergence of civil 
rule and, in both respects, anticipated the collapse back into military rule. In 
failing to uphold one of its central obligations in moments of political transi-
tion, the Court failed to curb the re-emergence of authoritarian rule.

This article draws on two theories to explain the scc’s actions. First, it ap-
plies Attitudinal Theory to demonstrate that judges and the military were both 
concerned about the rising influence of Islamism and also sought to retain 
their own positions. Second, it draws on Legal Theory for three legal decisions 
to show that judges adopted a positivist approach, and therefore ‘mechanical-
ly’ applied the law.

In the Egyptian case, the Court was established before the Revolution, 
and this pre-emptively dismisses the claim that the nascent Court lacked juris-
prudence. The scc’s historical status meant that it was able to substitute for 
the popular will and, as a consequence, judicial review became equated with 
 democratic legitimacy. This development can be attributed to two factors. 
First, the level of public respect that the scc commanded and, second, the 
Court’s repeated interventions in political matters, whether in the form of ex-
post review, the participation of scc judges in constituent assemblies or the 
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expectation judges would help to clarify constitutional ambiguities. It is open 
to question if this constitutes politicization and, indeed, if this premise is ac-
cepted, that any such ‘politicization’ is to be immediately and unequivocally 
condemned. It is perhaps more straightforward to set political implications 
aside and conclude that the Court has provided strong judicial review in a time 
of considerable (and this applies in both a constitutional and political sense) 
uncertainty and flux.
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